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DISPARATE EFFECTS OF REPEATED TESTING:
Reconciling Ballard's (1913) and Bartlett's (1932) Results
MarkA. Wheeler and Henry L. Roediger, III
Rice University
Abstract-Bartlett(1932)gave subjectsa
prose passage and showed how recall
droppedwhen they were tested repeatedly. Ballard (1913), using poetry, and
Erdelyi and Becker (1974), using pictures, reportedimprovementsin performance (or hypermnesia)over repeated
testing. We investigated two likelyfactorsleadingto the discrepantresults:the
typeof materialand the intervalbetween
tests. Theprimarycause of the differing
outcomes is the interval between tests.
In general, when the intervals between
successive tests are short, improvement
occurs between tests. Whenthese intervals are long, forgetting occurs. The
type of material used plays little role:
Hypermnesia in recall of prose (even
"TheWarof the Ghosts") occurredwith
shortintervalsbetweentests. Wealso report a strikingconfirmationof the power
of tests to enhance memory:Repeated
tests shortlyafterstudygreatlyimproved
recall a week later.

In the course of daily affairs, we are
frequently asked or required to recollect
the same events from memory. This repeated recollection may occur in educational contexts, as when people are
tested on material during the course of a
semester and later receive a cumulative
final exam. Similarly, eyewitnesses to
crimes may be queried repeatedly about
what they observed by police, by
friends, by lawyers, and then eventually
in court. More commonly, we all repeatedly retell stories of favorite or notable
events in our lives. Despite the ubiquity
of such experiences, the strategy of repeatedly testing memory has not been
the dominant method of studying how
memories change over time. Rather, researchers have generally employed between-subjects comparisons, in which
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independent groups learn some material
and then are tested at various times after
the original learning to measure the
course of forgetting. This design has the
advantage of delayed tests being uncontaminated by recollections on previous
tests, as would occur if a within-subjects
design were used. However, the "contaminating" influences of previous tests
can be of central interest in their own
right, with the eyewitness testimony situation representing a prime example
(Loftus, 1979). Therefore, the repeated
testing of memory for the same events
(without intervening study opportunities) also represents a valid, if less used,
approach to changes in retention over
time.
Several experimental paradigms and
research traditions have been used to examine effects of repeated testing on
memory. For present purposes, we confine interest to those cases in which the
tests were given without overt cues (free
recall). The most famous example of this
technique is that of Bartlett (1932), who
gave college students the Indian folktale
"The War of the Ghosts" and then
tested them repeatedly. He presented no
aggregate data to support his conclusions, but rather provided sample recall
protocols from his subjects. He reported
that their performance became increasingly poor over time; they forgot the
story but reconstructed plausible accounts that were skewed to the more
typical schema of a fairy tale, a style that
was presumably more familiar to his students. Despite the fact that Bartlett
(1932, pp. 3-4) criticized the pioneering
work of Ebbinghaus (1885/1964), his conclusions about the course of forgetting
were broadly consistent with Ebbinghaus's prior work. Of course, his theoretical emphasis was markedly different.
Curiously, a second tradition of repeated testing research, begun by Ballard (1913), leads to the opposite conclusion from Bartlett's better publicized
work. Ballard gave schoolchildren poetry and tested their memories both soon

after learning and then again at various
periods up to 1 week later. He reported
that children frequently recalled lines of
poetry on later tests that were not recalled on earlier ones, a phenomenon he
termed reminiscence. Sometimes the
gain in recall between tests outweighed
forgetting, so overall performance improved. The basic phenomena were replicated (Brown, 1923; Williams, 1926)
and became known in textbooks as the
Ballard-Williams reminiscence phenomenon (e.g., Osgood, 1953, pp. 564-566). !
Bartlett (1932) never cited these articles
in Remembering, and never noted the
discrepancy between these findings and
his own.
The topic of reminiscence fell into
disrepute in the 1940s and 1950s, when
researchers failed to obtain absolute
gains in performance across repeated
testing under some conditions (Buxton,
1943).2 The topic has enjoyed a resurgence of interest in the past 20 years,
owing largely to the work of Matthew
Erdelyi, who developed standard experimental settings that reliably produce the
phenomenon. Erdelyi and Becker (1974)
had subjects study either a large set of
pictures or a set of words (the names of
the pictures). Subjects received three
tests without recall cues of any sort.
Each test lasted 7 min, with short breaks

1. Although Williams (1926) did replicate
Ballard's (1913) reminiscence phenomenon
under highly similar conditions, he actually
failed to obtain the effect in most conditions.
2. Payne (1987) noted that reminiscence
was redefined by researchers after Ballard as
net improvements in recall over tests. They
often failed to find such effects and concluded
that the phenomenon was unreliable. Yet
when defined as Ballard (1913, pp. 17-18) did
'
originally - 'remembering one or more
[items] that were not remembered in a [prior]
test" - the phenomenon is regularly observed
in most studies. Curiously, Bartlett (1932, pp.
67, 72) provided only two brief mentions of
subjects correctly recalling on a later test a
fact that was not recalled previously.

Copyright © 1992 American Psychological Society
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occurring between tests. Subjects re- during the experimental session. Two
called an increasingnumberof pictures obvious differences between the tradiacross the three tests, but overall recall tions that mightexplain the discrepancy
of wordswas stable. Erdelyiand Becker in outcomes are the type of material
labeledthe improvementin recall across (prose or lists) and the amount of time
tests hypermnesiato distinguishthe phe- between tests (short or long). We invesnomenon from amnesia, or forgetting, tigatedboth sets of factorsin the current
over time. Others have reportedhyper- experiments.It is not obviousfromprior
mnesiaeven for verbal materials(Klein, work which should be more important.
Loftus, Kihlstrom, & Aseron, 1989; Ballardreportedreminiscencewith pasPayne & Roediger, 1987). Roedigerand sages of poetry that may be considered
Thorpe(1978)obtainedhypermnesiafor connecteddiscourse, like prose. He also
verbalstimuliand distinguishedbetween obtainedthe effect with a 24-hrinterval
reminiscence and hypermnesia, in ac- between successive tests. Similarly,
cord with the definitions of Ballard Erdelyi and Kleinbard(1978) obtained
(1913) and Erdelyi and Becker (1974). hypermnesiafor lists of pictures over a
Reminiscencerefers to recall on a later week after presentationby testing subtest of itemsthatcould not be recalledon jects three times a day. Finally, Roedian earliertest. Virtuallyall studies of re- ger, Payne, Gillespie, and Lean (1982,
peated free recall have shown this phe- Experiment3) found hypermnesiawith
nomenon.However, reminiscenceis of- well-organizedcategorical materialsreten neutralizedor outweighed by inter- trieved from permanentmemory (U.S.
test forgettingso that there is no overall presidents,sports, and birds).
In Experiment 1, subjects studied a
net improvementin recall across tests,
especially with verbal materials and series of picturesthat were embeddedin
short amounts of recall time (Tulving, a story read orally. They then took a se1967).Nonetheless, net improvementsin ries of up to six tests (dependingon the
recall across tests, or hypermnesia,can condition)shortly after the study phase
be reliablyobtainedin many situations, and after a week. We attemptedto repparticularlythose in which overall levels licate both the findings of Bartlett
of performanceare fairly high (Payne, (1932)- sharp forgetting between successive tests- and those of Erdelyi and
1987).
Various theoretical approaches for Becker (1974) and Ballard (1913)explaininghypermnesia have been ex- improvementsover tests. In Experiment
plored,involving,for example, an imag- 2, we attemptedto obtain hypermnesia
inal encodingformat(Erdelyi, 1984)and in recall of a prose passage when tests
the retrievaldynamicsof cumulativere- were repeatedlygiven over shortdelays.
call curves (Roediger & Challis, 1989;
Payne, 1986, 1987). Raaijmakers and
EXPERIMENT 1
Shiffrin(1980, 1981)proposed a variety
All subjects studied 60 pictures, eiof mechanismsfor exploringhypermnesia. The impetusfor the present experi- ther in the context of a story (thereby
ments,however,was not to explainrem- simulatingto some extent schematicproiniscence or hypermnesia. Rather, we cessing as in Bartlett's work) or with
soughtto understandhow two research their names (similarto the list-learning
techniquesthat appearso similaron the situation employed by Erdelyi and
surface could lead to such different re- Becker). Subjectsthen took either zero,
sults and interpretations about how one, or three tests immediately.We expected to replicatethe typicalhypermnememorychanges over time.
In the tradition of work begun by sia phenomenonin the three-testcondiBartlett (1932), subjects learned prose tion, at least underthe listlike presentaand were typicallytested once about 15 tion conditions. All subjects returneda
min later, and then again either days or week laterand took three more tests unweeks later. In the researchtraditionini- der identicalconditions.We expected to
tiatedby Ballard(1913)and rejuvenated see intertestforgettingover this long deby Erdelyi and Becker (1974), subjects lay, at least in the conditions involving
were more typically requiredto study a presentations of pictures in the story
list of picturesor words and were tested context. We were also interestedin the
repeatedlyover short intervals of time subsidiaryquestion of how recall of the

pictures after a week would be affected
by the numberof tests taken initially.
Method

Subjects
Subjects were 120 Rice University
undergraduatestudents participatingeitherfor a course requirementor for extra
creditin a psychologycourse. They were
tested in small groups, ranging in size
from 3 to 9.

Materials
The same 60 slides were shown to all
subjects in the same sequence. The
slides representedpicturesthat could be
named easily. Half of the subjects listened to a children's story as they
watched the slides. The story was written so that each picturedobject was being mentioned in the story at the time
that slide was presented. The other half
of the subjects, not given the story, listened to the name of each picture as it
was being viewed.

Design

Half of the subjects experienced the
presentationwhile hearingonly the name
of each picture being read from a cassette player(the Pictures + Names condition). For the remainingsubjects, the
slides were accompaniedby a children's
story, which was read from the cassette
player duringpresentation(the Pictures
+ Story condition). Subjects differedin
the numberof recall tests they received
on the 1st day of testing: none, one, or
three. All subjectsreturnedafter a week
and took three additionalrecall tests.
Therefore, there were six betweensubjects conditions, with two types of
presentation(Pictures + Names andPictures + Story) and three differentpossible schedules of recall tests (zero, one,
or threetests on Day 1). Twenty subjects
were tested in each condition. In addition, there was the repeatingmeasureof
memorytest for each subject, providing
for a mixed-factorialdesign.

Procedure
All subjects were originallytold that
they would be watchinga series of picture slides, about which they would
4'later be asked some
questions." Subjects in the Pictures + Names condition
were told that they would also hear the
name of each picture from a cassette
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playeras the picturewas viewed, so that
no ambiguitywould exist as to the identity of each object. The other subjects(in
the Pictures + Story condition) were
told that they would hear a children's
storyvia a tape recorderandthatthe pictureswouldbe shownwhen they arose in
the story. Therewere 60 slides presented
at a rate of 7 s each, with each slide immediately following the preceding one
(with0.75 s changetime between slides).
Immediately following presentation
of the slides, all subjects spent 5 min recallingas many U.S. presidentsas they
could. Then subjectswere given a questionnaire on which they guessed how
many slides they had seen, how long
each slide had appeared, and the total
length of the entire presentation. They
were also asked to recallthe instructions
they had received before viewing the
slides. Subjectswere given 3 minto complete the questionnaire. Following the
questionnaire,one third of the subjects
in both the Pictures -I-Names and Pictures + Story conditions were dismissed, and they were remindedto return for the next week's session. The
purposeof the questionnairewas to create a plausiblecover story for the subjects who were not tested immediately,
so they would be less likely to expect a
test on the materialon their return.
All other subjectswere informedthat
they would be given a recall test for the
slidesusinga procedurecalled forced recall. The experimenterpassed out test
sheets, with lines numbered1 to 60, and
told subjectsthat they would have 7 min
to recall the names of the pictures; If
they were unableto rememberall 60 objects, then they were to fill in the remaining spaces with their best guesses. The
experimenterstressed that all 60 spaces
on the test sheet must be filled in so subjects wouldpace themselves to complete
the memorytest by the end of the 7-min
period.(Erdelyiand Becker used forced
recallin theiroriginalstudies of hypermnesia, because this procedureholds responsecriteriaconstantacross tests.) All
subjectswho took at least one recall test
in the first experimentalsession began
their first test 11.5 min after the end of
the slide presentation.
Subjects then began their memory
tests. If all 60 spaces had not been completed after the 7 min, the subjects were
instructedto fill in the remainingspaces

as quickly as possible with guesses. After this first test, subjectswere eitherexcused (in the one-test condition) or requiredto take two more tests using the
same forced-recall procedure (in the
three-test condition), with 1-minbreaks
between tests.
One week later, subjects returnedto
the same room at the same time and received three more forced-recalltests for
the picturesunderidenticalforced-recall
conditions.Again 1 minelapsedbetween
tests, and subjects were informed that
the thirdtest would be their last. Afterwards, subjects were debriefed and
thanked.
Results and Discussion
The mean numbersof words recalled
on all tests in the Pictures + Names and
Pictures + Story conditions are shown
in Table 1 as a functionof the numberof
tests given in the initial testing session.
These data can be used to answer four
basic questions of interest.
First, did hypermnesiaoccur on the
initialtests, and was it confined to only
the list-learningsituation(the Pictures +
Names condition)?The answer appears
in the Group 3-3 data on the left-hand
side of Table 1. Hypermnesia(the improvement in recall across successive
tests) did occur on the initial tests and
occurredfor both study conditions.The
improvementover tests was greater in
the Pictures + Story condition (3.8

items) than in the Pictures + Names
condition (1.8 items). Also, the story
schema seemed effective in that it improved overall recall for the pictures.
These impressions from Table 1 were
confirmedby a 2 (Pictures + Names or
Pictures + Story) x 3 (Test 1, 2, or 3)
analysis of variance (ANOVA), which
indicateda maineffectbothfor studycondition,F(l, 38) = 7.62, MSC= 208.85,p
< .01, and for test number,F(2, 76) =
17.20, MSe = 4.32, p < .001. The interactionbetween presentationcontext and
test number fell short of significance,
F(2, 76) = 2.66, MSC= 4.32, p < .08.
The second question of interest is
whether forgetting occurred when 1
week (ratherthan a few minutes)intervened between successive tests. The answer is clearly yes: There was reliable
forgetting in each of the four relevant
conditions across the 7-day interval, as
measuredfrom the last test taken on the
1st day to the firsttest takena week later
(smallest r[39] = 3.88). (The relevant
contrastfor Groups 3-3 is between performanceon the thirdinitialtest and on
the first delayedtest; for Groups1-3,the
contrastis between their sole initialtest
and their first delayed test.) There was
also a significantinteractionbetween the
numberof priortests and the amountof
forgetting, F(l, 78) = 13.01, MSe =
7.62, p < .001. Subjects who had taken
three initialtests forgotless over 1 week
(a meanof 3.9 items) thanthose who had
taken only one test initially(7.0 items).

Table 1. Mean numberof pictures recalled as a function of presentation
context and testing schedule in Experiment1
Delayed tests

Initial tests
Group

Tl

T2

T3

3-3
1-3
0-3

26.6
25.7

27.2

28.4

3-3
1-3
0-3

32.7
31.8

35.0

36.4

T2

T3

T3 - Tl

Pictures + Names
25.2
1.8*
20.2
16.7

26.3
21.7
17.5

26.0
23.0
17.5

0.8
2.8*
0.8

Pictures + Story
31.8
3.8*
23.3
17.4

33.0
25.0
17.2

33.4
25.6
18.4

1.6*
2.3*
1.0

T3 - Tl

Tl

Note. All groupstook three tests in the delayed session. Group3-3 received three
tests in the initialsession, Group 1-3 received one test in the initialsession, and Group
0-3 took no memorytests until the delayed session.
* These conditionsdemonstratedreliablehypermnesiaacross the three consecutive
tests as indicatedby a simpleanalysisof variance.
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The third question of interest is
whetherthe numberof initial tests, besides affecting forgetting over a week,
also affected the total level of recall on
the delayed tests. Once again, the answer is yes. As can be seen from the
rightside of Table 1, the numberof initial
tests had a powerful effect on delayed
recall. For example, in the Pictures +
Story condition, the mean number of
words recalled on the first delayed test
was 17.4 if no initial tests had been
given, 23.3 if one prior test had been
given, and 31.8 if subjects had been
tested three times initially. In addition,
recallwas greateron the delayed tests in
the Pictures -I- Story condition than in
the Pictures + Name condition(at least,
as long as one initial test had been
given). These conclusions were confirmedby a 2 (presentationcontext) x 3
(initialtesting schedule) x 3 (numberof
test: 1, 2, or 3) ANOVA, which showed
a significantmain effect for the number
of initialtests, F(2, 114) = 33.79, MSe =
124.02,p < .08, with the numberof initial tests tending to affect recall more
powerfullyin the Pictures + Story condition.
Fourth,did hypermnesiaoccur on the
delayed tests? In general, the answer
seems to be yes, because recall on the
thirddelayed test was greaterthan that
on the first delayed test in all six conditions, andthe maineffect for the number
of delayedtests (1, 2, or 3) in the abovementionedANOVA was significant,F(2,
114) = 14.35, MSC = 5.03, p < .001.
However,it is also clearthatthe effect is
not particularlyrobust, especially when
no initialtests were given. The datafrom
subjects in each of the six conditions
were subjectedto simple ANOVAs for
numberof delayed tests, and only three
were significant(see Table 1). Few researchers have examined hypermnesia
on delayed tests. Apparently,it occurs
(at least when the delayed tests occur in
rapid succession), but the magnitude
seems variable, for poorly understood
reasons.
The results provide straightforward
conclusions:The primaryfactor causing
the differencebetweenthe resultsof Ballard (1913)and Bartlett(1932) is the intervalof time between successive tests.
When the intervals are relatively short
(only 1 min in our experiment,but up to
5 or moreminin otherexperiments),one

generallyobtainsimprovementsin recall
over repeatedtests. When the intervals
between tests are long (1 week here, but
up to monthsin Bartlett'sexperiments),
forgettingoccurs. This conclusion held
whetherpictureswere studiedin a list or
were embeddedin the context of a children's story, indicatingthat the type of
materialmay not be crucial to the outcome. The story generallyboosted recall
of the pictures, so apparentlyschematic
or other elaborativeprocesses were invoked by the story. However, Experiment 2 is also directed at the issue of
whetherthe conclusionsof Experiment1
generalize to prose material.The other
notable result from Experiment1 is the
power of testing in improvinglater recall. For example, the three groups of
subjects in the Pictures + Story condition studiedpicturesunderidenticalconditions, presumably encoding similar
amounts of information,and then took
three successive tests a week later. Subjects who received no immediatetests
recalledan averageof 17.6wordsa week
later, those who had one test recalled
24.6, and those who had initially taken
three tests averaged 32.7. We consider
these results in the GeneralDiscussion.

5-min delay occurred between Tests 1
and 2. (Between tests, subjects recalled
names of U.S. states.) Performancewas
scored in terms of the number of idea
units recalled, as suggested in Mandler
and Johnson's (1977) analysis of the
story, in which they subdivided "The
Warof the Ghosts" into 42 propositions.
Subjects recalled 21.4 idea units on the
first test and 22.9 on the second. Althoughthe effect appearssmall, 37 out of
the 47 subjects whose level of recall
changedshowed improvementon Test 2,
makingthe effect highly significantby a
sign test. Each propositionis composed
of an average of about eight words, so
the difference would appear greater if
scored in terms of the numberof words
recalled. Experiment 2 confirmed this
preliminaryfindingof hypermnesiawith
a differentprose passage.
Method

Subjects
Subjectswere 38 Rice Universityundergraduatestudents enrolled in lower
division psychology courses. They participated in exchange for partialcourse
credit.

Materials
EXPERIMENT 2
The mainconclusiondrawnfrom Experiment 1 is that whether one obtains
hypermnesiaor forgettingbetween successive tests depends primarilyon the
amount of time between tests, and that
the type of materialstudied is relatively
unimportant.However, in some sense
the materialwas the same in the two conditionsof Experiment1, as pictureswere
used in both conditions(albeitin a story
context in one case).
The purpose of Experiment2 was to
replicate the primaryresults of Experiment 1- hypermnesiabetweentests with
short intervals- with a prose passage.
As a pilot study, we had 52 studentsin a
cognitive psychology course read "The
War of the Ghosts" twice at a comfortable rate. Then the studentsspent 5 min
recallingU.S. presidentsbefore receiving instructions on how to recall the
story (instructionswere similarto those
outlined below for Experiment2). We
tested themtwice on the story, at 8.5 min
per recalltest. Therewas an 8-mininterval between study and Test 1, and a

A passage excerpted from John Updike's short story "The Kid's Whistling" was used as study material.The
passage was broken down into 41 idea
units. Each idea unitconsistedof a major
event or description within the story,
and the idea units were an average of
about eight words long. (The story, separatedinto its idea units, can be obtained
from the authors.)

Design
Subjectswere randomlyassignedto a
Strict or a Relaxed Criterionrecall condition (see below). Each subject also
took three separate memory tests, providing for a mixed design (condition x
test number).

Procedure
At the beginningof the experiment,
the experimentertold subjects that this
was an investigationof memoryfor short
stories. All subjectswere handeda sheet
of paper with "The Kid's Whistling"
typed on one side. Subjects were instructed to read the passage through
twice at their normalreadingrate, which
took between 90 and 165 s.
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Subjectsin the Relaxed recall condi- credit for recall of a correct idea unit if
tion then spent 5.5 min recalling U.S.
their report included a phrase that was
presidents.Those in the Strict condition judged to be identical with, or very close
received only 5 min for this task, to to, 1 of the 41 preestablished idea units.
equate overall retention interval, be- Two types of errors were also scored. A
cause their instructionswere longer. In major error was marked if a subject rethe Relaxedcondition, subjects were in- ported a fact which was clearly incorrect
structedto write down the story as well and inconsistent with the story. For exas they could, using exact wordingwhen ample, one subject reported that "the
possible. When this was not possible, boy was humming" when he was actusubjectswere to describe the events of ally whistling. A minor error occurred if
the story as accuratelyas they could in a subject wrote information which was
their own words. In the Strict Criterion not quite correct, yet was consistent
condition,subjectsheardall of the above with each action and event within the
instructions,plus the following:
story. For example, if it was reported
Please write down a fact only if you can
explicitly remember it from the story. Do not
write something down just because it makes
sense to you. Make sure you can remember it
being in the passage that you read. Of course
you do not have to remember it verbatim, but
please report only the facts of which you are
confident.

Whenit was clear thatall subjectsunderstood the instructions, they were
given 9 min for story recall. Following
the recall trial, subjects spent 3 min recalling the names of U.S. states. Relevant instructions were briefly summarizedfor all subjects, and then they had
another9 min to reportthe story again,
underthe identicalresponse criterionas
in Test 1.
Aftera 7-daydelay, subjectsreturned
to the same room and were given one
additional memory test for the story.
This time, all subjects were tested using
the strict response criterion. After the
9-mintest, subjectswere asked to reread
whatthey hadwritten.The experimenter
told them that it was importantthat everything they had reported was somethingthey rememberedfromthe story; if
there was any informationabout which
they were not certain, they were to put
that informationin parentheses.The experimenterwarnedthem not to cross out
anythingthat was already written, and
just to put parenthesesaroundquestionable information. After this part was
completed, subjects were debriefedand
thankedfor their participation.
Results and Discussion
Protocolswere scored for three categoriesof responses. Subjectswere given

that "the boy offered him a nickel and
two pennies," rather than the correct
"nickel and five pennies," then a minor
error was recorded. A minor error also
occurred if a subject reported an incorrect name for a character, even if it happened consistently throughout a protocol. Correct idea units, plus major and
minor errors, were originally analyzed as
a function of both recall criterion and
test number. The full set of analyses (relevant data are summarized in Tables 2
and 3) revealed that recall criterion had
no significant effect or interaction on any
measure. Data were collapsed across recall criterion for subsequent analyses,
which are discussed below. Although the
Strict-Relaxed instructional manipulation at test was ineffective, its inclusion
serves the purpose of providing a replication of the main finding.
The issue of interest is whether hypermnesia can be obtained in prose recall with short intervals between tests.
The answer (in Table 2) is yes: On average, 12.8 idea units were recalled on the

Table2. Mean idea units recalled
as a function of recall criterion
and test in Experiment2
Initial
tests

Delayed
test

Recall
criterion

Tl

T2

T3

Strict
Relaxed

12.1
13.4

13.2
14.4

10.7(10.4)
10.8(10.1)

Mean

12.8

13.8

10.8(10.3)

Note. Figuresin parentheses
representthe numberof idea units of
which subjectswere confidentin
Test 3.

Table3. Mean errorsreportedas
a function of recall criterionand
test in Experiment2
Initial
tests
Recall Error
criterion type Tl

T2

Delayed
test
T3

Strict

Major 0.7 0.7 0.6(0.4)
Minor 0.5 1.1 0.9(0.5)
Total 1.2 1.8 1.5(0.9)
Relaxed Major 0.6 0.7 0.7(0.5)
Minor 1.2 1.5 1.3(0.9)
Total 1.8 2.2 2.0(1.4)
Note. Figuresin parentheses
representthe numberof errorsabout
which subjectsexpressed confidence
in Test 3.
first test and 13.8 on the second, F(l, 37)
= 15.27, MSe = 1.31, p < .001. In addition, the drop in recall owing to the
week's delay between the second and
third tests was significant, F(l, 37) =
65.23, MSe = 2.62, p< .001.
The error analyses did not produce
much of interest. There was no reliable
change in major errors across the three
tests, although minor errors did increase
between the first and second initial tests,
F(l, 37) = 14.51, MSe = 0.26, p < .001.
After Test 3, subjects were given an opportunity to indicate the reported information about which they were not
certain. Results indicate that subjects
identified 33% of their major errors and
47% of their minor errors. Only 5% of
the correct idea units were marked as
questionable by subjects. Clearly, we did
not find the dramatic distortions in repeated recall of prose that were reported
by Bartlett (1932).
The results of Experiment 2 are fully
in accord with those of Experiment 1:
With short intervals between repeated
tests, recall of a short story improved
over tests; with a week between tests,
forgetting occurred. However, subjects
did not show dramatic errors over the
week's delay to implicate the reconstructive processes that Bartlett (1932)
claimed in his subjects. The facts that the
passage was quite different and that the
interval between the second and third
tests was only a week may account for
this disparity. In sum, both "The War of
the Ghosts" pilot experiment and Experiment 2 indicate that hypermnesia can be
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obtainedwith prose passages if tests are
separatedby short delays.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The aim of the present experiments
was to solve the puzzle of why formally
similarrepeated-testingparadigmshave
produced discrepant results: The repeated-reproduction paradigm introduced by Bartlett (1932) revealed dramatic forgetting and distortion over
tests, whereasthe reminiscenceand hypermnesiaparadigmsinitiatedby Ballard
(1913) and Erdelyi and Becker (1974)
showed better recall on later tests than
earliertests. Results of the present experimentsimplicatethe intervalbetween
successive tests as the critical factor.
Whenthis intervalwas short, on the order of minutes, performanceon successive noncued tests improved in the
presentexperiments.The type of informationstudied(picturesin a list or in a
story, or prose passages) was immaterial.
In some sense, it is no surprisethat
the interval between repeated tests
played a large role in determiningintertest forgetting.To take a limitingcase, if
subjects learned a prose passage and
were tested shortlyafter study and then
a year later, recall would surely decline.
The more interestingpoint is that reminiscence and hypermnesia can be obtained even in recall of prose passages.
As our pilot study for Experiment 2
shows, if Bartletthad chosen to test his
subjects repeatedly over shorter intervals of time, the conclusions he drew
from his famous "The War of the
Ghosts" experiments might have been
dramaticallydifferent.Of course, in the
modernera of cognitive psychology, the
role of reconstructive processes has
been investigated with methods other
thanrepeatedreproduction(e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Loftus, 1979;
Spiro, 1980).
Another interestingpoint to emerge
fromExperiment1 is the powerfuleffect
that testing has on later recall. After
comparablestudy conditions, subjects
who were given three successive tests
recalled about twice as much a week
lateras subjectswho received no tests in
between;subjectswho received one test

immediatelyafter study performedat an
intermediatelevel. This positiveeffect of
taking tests on later retentionhas been
long known (Gates, 1917; Raffel, 1934;
Spitzer, 1939),but the educationalimplications have not been developed, as
noted by Glover (1989). Because taking
tests has such powerfulpositive effects
on memory, perhapsthe introductionof
morefrequenttests in classroomswould
boost educationalachievement.
To returnto the main point, the paradox of why repeatedtesting of memories sometimes reveals dramatic forgetting and in other cases surprising
recoveries has, to our knowledge,never
been raised, despite its existence since
Bartlett's studies. The contributionof
this article is to raise the puzzle and to
provide its tentative solution: Repeated
testing without external recall cues reveals hypermnesia(or at least reminiscence) when the tests occur close together in time, but forgettingwhen they
are more widely spaced.
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